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ACT I 

 
 
Living Room  
 
MUM and DAD sit on two giant sofas and watch TV 
DAD holds the remote control 
 
 

MUM: Flick!  

DAD changes the channel 

 Flick!  

DAD changes the channel 

 Flick!  

DAD changes the channel 

 Flick!  

DAD changes the channel 

 Flick!  

DAD changes the channel 

 Flick!  

DAD changes the channel 

 Leave it! 

Stop 

 Flick!  

DAD changes the channel 

 Flick! 
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DAD changes the channel 

 Flick!! 

DAD changes the channel 

 Never anything entertaining to watch. 

DAD: I was happy with what we were watching. 

MUM: I wasn’t. There’s only so much car racing a person 
can stomach. 

DAD: It’s not car racing. It’s Formula One. It’s much more 
sophisticated. 

Stop 
She stares at him 

MUM: Flick! 

DAD: For heaven’s sake! 

Turns TV off 

MUM: And now what do you expect us to do? Talk? 

DAD: Don’t be ridiculous. It’s time for you to start on 
dinner.  

MUM reluctantly gets off the sofa and heads out 
DAD sits for a few moments confused and agitated 
He eventually turns the TV back on and calms down 

MUM: (From outside) Microwaved spag bol or chicken 
nuggets? 

DAD: Tonight’s a special night. Let’s have chicken 
nuggets. 

MUM rushes in 

MUM: Special night? Why? 
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DAD: Son is bringing his new girlfriend over. Don’t you 
remember? 

MUM: Ahh, yes, how silly of me to forget. Today is 
Tuesday. He always brings his girlfriends over on 
Tuesdays. In which case, we will splash out and I’ll 
go and defrost the pizza.  

DAD: Oooh, Mum. Son will really appreciate this gesture. 
Shall we open a bottle of bubbly? 

MUM: Really?! But it’s a Tuesday.  

DAD: But you can’t eat pizza without some bubbly. 

MUM: Oh, go on. Let’s go wild tonight. 

DAD runs out as MUM starts preparing the table humming the national anthem 
A few seconds later DAD returns with a bottle of Buck’s Fizz 

DAD: Nothing says, “welcome to our home” like a bit of 
Buck’s Fizz.  

MUM: Oh, Dad. Do you think she’ll feel welcome?  

DAD: She bloody well better after all our effort. 

MUM: Will you go and check on Granny while I finish 
preparing the dishes.  

DAD: I will, therefore I will.  

MUM starts laughing endlessly  
As DAD is about to leave he notices what dishes MUM is putting on the table 

 Mum, what are you doing? Special evening, 
remember? No paper plates. Tonight we will feast 
on the plastic. The golden plastic plates.  

MUM: Silly me.  

DAD exits to the bedroom as MUM takes the paper plates off the table and puts gold 
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plastic ones out instead, still humming the national anthem, but this time singing every 
seventh word 
DAD eventually returns 

DAD: She’s still alive. 

MUM: Shall we bring her out tonight? 

DAD: Well, why not. 

MUM: A party might just knock her out of it. 

DAD: If your knockers haven’t done that yet, nothing ever 
will. 

MUM laughs even endlesslier than before, as DAD exits 
He returns a few seconds later with GRANNY in a wheelchair  
She is very very old and sort of asleep 
MUM and DAD stand on both her sides and talk to her in a patronising way 

MUM: Granny. We have party. 

DAD: We make happy happy. 

MUM: Son bring girlfriend. 

DAD: You remember girlfriend, right? A woman to have 
hanky panky with. 

MUM: Oh, don’t be horrible. 

DAD: A man to do (grabs Granny’s breasts) honka honka on 
you! 

MUM: (Laughs) You are terrible. 

DAD: Flabitily flop flop! You remember? A jinganonga in 
your wipititoo? 

MUM: Oh, really. 

MUM and DAD walk back to the sofas 
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DAD: Of course the old bat doesn’t remember. She only 
ever done the sex once in her life. With the most 
incredible man in the world. A real commoner. The 
best in the whole land. He was born a common 
milkman’s apprentice and he died a common 
milkman’s apprentice. Drunk every day of his life 
and cared about nothing more than riding every road 
and riding every ready Rhonda. He could have been 
the greatest common man in the world. He could 
have really been someone, but he was too common 
to care. He drunk too much to be able to have any 
ambitions. What a proper common man he was. You 
know, he knew by heart the names of every winner 
of the World Cup. I’m not just talking about 
knowing what country won. He could name each 
member of the team and the reserves. An 
extraordinary man was my dad. Extraordinary. He 
was the most ordinary man I’ve ever met. All those 
other wishy-plishy nunkets who just think they’re 
common because they listen to pop music and know 
what celebrity has the biggest boobs. 

MUM: Oooh. I know that. 

DAD: Oh, so do I. The shame! The horror! We are all 
fakes. We’re not common enough! Is that even 
entertaining? Boobs? Well, maybe boobs, but pop 
music? It’s no football. You think that’s enough to 
be common? It’s nothing. My dad. My hero. May he 
long rest in peace. In peace and in pieces. 

MUM: Oh, because he was ran over by a combine 
harvester.  

DAD: Shall we raise a toast to my dad? 

MUM: I’ll get the beers. 

MUM runs out to the kitchen as DAD farts 
MUM comes in holding two bottles of beer and hands one to DAD 
They both open the bottle with their teeth and raise the bottles 
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DAD: To Dad! 

MUM: To… did you fart?  

DAD: He who smelt it must’a dealt it.  

MUM: Oh, this is wicked. You are an evil man. Oh, please, 
I hope the doorbell doesn’t ring now. 

DAD: Why not? She wants to be part of the family, she 
needs to enjoy my farts. Oh, no. I have another one. 

MUM: No. Go outside with it. 

DAD: Alright. 

DAD pretends to be heading out, but instead goes behind MUM and farts loudly  
MUM starts laughing 

MUM: Oh, this is worse than like those Ausweis places. 
You know who you are? You are like that Hitler! 
That’s what you are. You’re just like Hitler.  

DAD starts goose-stepping and holding a finger on his upper lip depicting a Hitler 
moustache  
MUM falls on the floor laughing 

 You’re right. You’re much worse than Hitler. I bet 
he never farted so badly. What am I feeding you? I 
guess it must be my fault. Granny, what do you 
reckon? You must have been alive when Hitler was 
alive. (Panicking) He’s dead now, right? I’m sure I 
read something somewhere about his funeral.  

DAD: I don’t know. I think he must be. People talk about 
him so much. I don’t think they would have done 
that if he were still alive. 

MUM: Well, you say that. But how does the saying go “you 
must never speak of the ill” so he must either be 
dead or healthy. And I’m sure if he’s still alive he 
has to be very old. And if he’s that old, he must be 
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ill. Therefore he’s dead. 

DAD: Well, yes, but I also read somewhere that he’s one of 
those vegetarians. So they live much longer than the 
rest of us. 

MUM: What? That can’t be right. How can you live longer 
without any meat? Our bodies are like one hundred 
and ten percent meat. Vegetarians lose all their meat 
because they don’t eat any to keep it going. So they 
become just skin and bones.  

DAD: You’re making me hungry now! 

MUM: It’s Hawaiian pizza. 

DAD: Wow. We really are going the whole hog on her. 

MUM: Well, some of the hog is on the pizza. 

They both start laughing again 
DAD goes to GRANNY 

DAD: Hey, Granny.  
 

No response 

 Granny!  

No response 

 (Shouts) YOU FLAGOONED COW! 

GRANNY: (Wakes up suddenly) What do you want? 

DAD: Nothing. Wrong number! 

MUM and DAD laugh 

GRANNY: 
  

Why did you have to go and wake me? I was 
dreaming. I had such a nice dream.  
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MUM: Was it about being whisked by a prince again? 

GRANNY: 
  

Yes. Wait, no. Not this time. This time I was sitting 
in a café and… no. Wait. It wasn’t a café. It was… 
what was it. Well, it was a bit like the Indian 
restaurant downstairs, only it wasn’t. It was like. Oh 
and it was outside. And in Los Angeles. Though I 
don’t think I knew it was in Los Angeles. And 
besides, I’ve never been to Los Angeles and I don’t 
even know what it looks like. But wait… I was 
sitting there in that café… restaurant… and a big 
Hollywood producer stopped me and told me he 
wanted me for his next film. No. It wasn’t a film. It 
was a commercial. But I had to take my shirt off. 
No. I had to be completely naked and have sex with 
a cat. No. Not a cat. A man. Yes, that’s right. Wait, 
it wasn’t a commercial. It was a porn film.  

DAD: Enough. You bored the plidazles out of me. 

GRANNY: Something stinks in here. 

MUM and DAD share a look 

 Anyway, what did you wake me for? 

DAD: Wake you? Who woke you? You woke yourself up. 

GRANNY: Oh, did I? Right. Well, I’ll go to sleep. 

MUM: No. Don’t go to sleep, seeing as you’re already 
awake. Son is bringing his new girlfriend over. 
We’re going to meet her for the very first time. 

GRANNY: I thought I could smell Hawaiian pizza. 

DAD: No, that’s just my fart. 

MUM and DAD start laughing 

GRANNY: Ahh, I see you got the gold plates out. She must be 
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special. 

MUM: Well, Son says she might be the one. 

GRANNY: I’m just happy he’s not a tinpoly.  

MUM: Granny! Really. Don’t you know we should all be 
loving and giving. 

DAD: I’m not loving or giving anything to the gays! Don’t 
get me wrong. They can do whatever they like, 
wherever they like, and I don’t have anything 
against them. But I am not about to “give them” 
anything, if you know what I mean. 

MUM: Oh, as if any homo would want to have sex with 
you. Look at you. You’re so manly. You’re nothing 
like them.  

GRANNY: Why don’t I have a drink in my hand? 

MUM: Cider? 

GRANNY: Of course. 

MUM exits 
Stop 

 You know who’s one of those tinpolies? 

DAD: Who? 

GRANNY: What’s their name’s son in number thirty-one. 

DAD: Shut up! 

GRANNY: Yes. He is. I heard it from what’s her name in 
number sixteen who saw him kissing some boy. 

DAD: But I play football with him. That’s disgusting. 
You’re lying. 
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GRANNY: Well, it’s true. 

DAD: Shut up, you old hag! Bag! Handbag! Hagitty hag! 

MUM enters with a bottle of cider and gives it to GRANNY who opens it with her teeth 

MUM: Well. The pizza is almost ready. I hope they come 
soon. 

DAD: And then we can feast like kings. 

GRANNY: Did you know about what’s their name’s son in 
number thirty-one? 

MUM: The homo? 

GRANNY: See? 

DAD: What a pervert. That’s why he kept looking at me in 
the shower. 

MUM: Oh, don’t be stupid.  

GRANNY: Shall we watch some telly while we wait? 

MUM/DAD: There’s nothing on. 

They both start laughing 

GRANNY: That’s nonsense. There’s always something good on 
one of the channels. I need to pee! 

MUM: Oh, Dad. Will you take her? I haven’t put any make-
up on. 

DAD: I know, I can tell! 

DAD wheels GRANNY out as MUM starts putting on her make up humming the 
national anthem and this time singing every fourth word 
All of a sudden the wheelchair is flung on to the stage almost hitting MUM, who stops 
it 

GRANNY: Thank you. 
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DAD enters laughing 

MUM: (Starts laughing) Oh, Dad. You are so nasty.  

DAD: Oh, that was a funny one. Did you think there was a 
ghost? 

MUM: I did. I thought there was a ghost. I was really 
scared. 

GRANNY: I am not dead yet, but I promise you that when I die, 
I will haunt this house till the day I die. 

MUM: Oh, speaking of death. Do you know that the 
shopkeeper’s wife died? 

GRANNY: Oh, such a shame. She was a lovely lady. 

DAD: Rest her sweet soul. Always gave me credit. 

MUM: Lovely?! Didn’t I tell you that the other week I saw 
her going into… oh, I can’t even get myself to say it. 
She went into the College. Why do you think I 
haven’t been buying from that shop? I’ve not talked 
to her in weeks. Glad she’s dead, that educated 
blaroon! Who does she think she is, with her books 
and knowledge and whatnot. Thank God she died. 

DAD: Oh well. Some live. Some die. Shame she dies and 
you live, eh, Granny? 

MUM and DAD almost fall on the floor laughing as the doorbell rings 

MUM: Oh, they’re here. They’re here. I’m so excited. I’m 
so nervous. How do I look? Will she be pretty? 
What am I doing? Should I open the door? Should 
you? Dad. Maybe you should. No. You’ll just scare 
her away. I think I’ll open the door. You wait here. 
But do I look OK? How’s my hair? Let me quickly 
look in the mirror. Wait. No. This doesn’t look 
good. Oh, I’m so old. When did I become so old? I 
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remember when I was young. Do you remember? 

As she turns to DAD, she notices he’s already gone to the door and opened it 
SON and GIRLFRIEND stand looking at MUM 

SON: Hello, Mum. Dad. Granny. 

MUM: There’s my little boy. I get old and he grows up.  

MUM starts crying 

SON: (Ignoring Mum) Dad! 

DAD: My little champion. I see you found a real looker. 

GRANNY: Eh? 

SON: Yeah. That’s my girlfriend. She’s alright, yeah? 

GIRLFRIEND: Hello. Nice to meet you. 

DAD: Oooh, such manners. Pardon us. We will probably 
fart in your face at some point. 

MUM and SON start laughing 
GIRLFRIEND looks at SON – he stops and they both go to GRANNY 

SON: (Shouts) Granny. This is my girlfriend. 

GRANNY: So how much do you charge? 

GIRLFRIEND: I beg your pardon? 

GRANNY: I knew it was too good to be true. There was no 
chance he could find someone so pretty. 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, thank you. 

SON: Granny, what are you talking about? 

GRANNY: Didn’t your father say she was a hooker? 

SON: A looker, Granny. She’s not a prostitute.  
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GRANNY: Oh, so what do you do? 

GIRLFRIEND: I’m doing a PhD in literature.  

GRANNY: I don’t understand. 

SON: She’s in University, Granny. She studies books and 
stuff. 

GRANNY: Oh, she’s better off being a hooker. Not much 
money in books, is there? 

MUM: University. Wow. That’s very clever. Are you in 
your first year? 

GIRLFRIEND: Well, this is now going to be my eighth year in 
University. 

MUM: Oh. I see. It’s alright. None of us even made it to 
University, so at least you managed to get in. But it 
is really so nice to meet you. Our son changes 
girlfriends like socks. So we meet one and before we 
know it, she’s either lost or is left with some white 
washing and is ruined or has a hole in her and has to 
be thrown away. Oh, no. My washing.  

MUM runs out to the bathroom 

DAD: Would you like some bubbly? 

GIRLFRIEND: Oooh. Yes, please. Dom Peringon?  
 

DAD looks at her with a dead face, she gets slightly more disappointed 

 Bollinger?  

And more disappointed… 

 Moet and Chandon?  

And more disappointed… 
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 Heisback?  

And more disappointed… 

 Cava?  

And more disappointed… 

 Prosecco? 

DAD: Only the best Buck’s Fizz that money can buy. 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh. Right. No. Thank you. I’ll be fine with some 
water. 

DAD: I’ll get you some water. 

GIRLFRIEND: Sparkling, if possible. 

DAD: I’ll shake the tap as I turn it on. 

GIRLFRIEND: Tap? No. It’s alright. I think I’m fine for the time 
being. 

DAD: Buck’s Fizz for you, Son? 

SON: You’re spoiling us tonight. 

DAD: Only the best for you. 

There’s a ping from the kitchen  
MUM runs out of the toilet, crosses the living room and exits into the kitchen 

 That’ll be the pizza. 

SON: Pizza? Wow. You’re really pulling out all the stops 
tonight, eh? 

DAD: Hawaiian! 

SON: Wow. 
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GIRLFRIEND: You make pizzas? 

DAD: Mum does. I do nothing but play with my balls in 
front of the TV all day. 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, I also have a pair of balls. Though no TV 
obviously. 

DAD: (Laughs) You have a pair of balls?  

GRANNY: You don’t have a TV? 

GIRLFRIEND: Yeah. They’re wonderful to play with and calm 
down after a stressful day.  

MUM exits the kitchen with the pizza in her hand 

MUM: Dinner is served. 

GIRLFRIEND: I heard you make pizzas. That’s wonderful. I have a 
friend in Tuscany who owns a pizzeria. What 
technique do you use to get the base thin? 

MUM: I defrost it before I put it in the oven? 

SON: Come on, let’s eat. 

GIRLFRIEND: I don’t understand.  

GRANNY: You know, I used to be a prostitute once. 

DAD: In your dreams! 

GRANNY: I was. It was the only way to make any money back 
in the day. I was so beautiful. And your father 
encouraged me. He kept telling me “Oi, get yourself 
out there and start working. I ain’t gonna be the only 
breadwinner here”. And I would say to him “But 
what can I do? I’m just a stupid old grumpler”. And 
he would say… (starts laughing) He would say… He 
would crack me up, he would. He would say 
“Exactly. So go and grumple with other men. You 
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can make us a fortune”. He was such a sweet man. 
Always knew how to make me feel beautiful. So I 
did. I made a lot of money. Only way we could 
afford having a child. That was just before we had 
you. What’s the going rate today? 

GIRLFRIEND: I really wouldn’t know. 

GRANNY: Oh yes. University. No whores in University. 

GIRLFRIEND: Well, there are a few bitches. But they’re mostly 
pets owned by the professors.  

GIRLFRIEND and SON laugh 
DAD gives SON a stern look and SON stops laughing 

DAD: What the proll are you talking about? 

MUM: Dad, there’s no need to swear. Let’s all sit down and 
eat some pizza. 

They all sit down, as GIRLFRIEND notices the pizza 

DAD: Thank you, God, for giving us this food. 

GIRLFRIEND: (To SON) God?! They still believe in God? 

MUM: Believe? Oh… I don’t know if I believe in God… 

GIRLFRIEND: So why are you thanking… it for the food? 

MUM: Well, it’s what you do before a meal, isn’t it? 

DAD: It sure is. 

GIRLFRIEND: (To SON) Really?! 

SON shrugs 

 Was this pizza made from frozen? 

MUM: How else is pizza made? 
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GIRLFRIEND: Oh no. I’m sorry. I can’t eat that. I only eat fresh 
produce. 

MUM: This wasn’t ordered. I made it here just now. 

GIRLFRIEND: From a box?  

MUM: Of course. Where do you think pizzas come from? 
Trees?  

MUM starts laughing, barely able to speak  

 I can imagine a little pizza tree. Perhaps a forest full 
of different trees for each flavour. How funny. You 
can just come and pick a pizza and eat it like you 
would do with apples or… what else grows on trees? 
My mind’s gone blank. 

DAD: Stop asking questions and give me some pizza. 

GIRLFRIEND: Let me guess. It’s probably pre-sliced, right? 

MUM: Oh, you are a woman after my own heart. Why 
waste energy slicing it if they can slice it for you, 
right? Like bread. Sliced bread saves all the time in 
the world. It’s probably the best invention since…  

GIRLFRIEND: I wouldn’t know. I bake all my own breads, and if I 
don’t, I usually get them from Artisan shops.  

MUM: Never heard of that brand, but I’ll keep my eyes out 
for them. Always happy to discover a new brand to 
show off to everyone!  

GIRLFRIEND: I don’t do brands. I only support the small 
hardworking people. 

MUM: Now. Let’s tuck in. (To GIRLFRIEND) Are you sure I 
can’t tempt you with some pizza? Look, there’s a 
piece with hardly any ham on, if you’re one of them 
vegiterians. 
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GIRLFRIEND: No. I’m not a vegetarian, but I do only eat organic 
meat.  

GRANNY: Speaking of organic, I need to go to the toilet again.  

MUM: I’ll take her.  

DAD: No. I’ll take her. 

MUM: No, please. Me. I’ll go. 

DAD: I said I’ll go! 

DAD exits with GRANNY 
MUM sits down and smiles an embarrassed smile 

MUM: So, tell me. What do you study? 

GIRLFRIEND: I’m writing my Ph.D. on Deconstructing contextual 
signifiers for the categorisation of entertainment: 
Cultural theory as a decipher of taste, according to 
Bordieu. 

MUM stares at her with a dead look 

 It’s about cultural theory and popular culture. 

MUM stares at her with a deader look 

 It’s about what makes me better than you, and why. 
More importantly, it’s about what people like me 
find as entertainment and what people like you find 
as entertainment. You see, you seem to me like a 
simple lady, right?  

MUM: Thank you. 

GIRLFRIEND: And you seem to me to have simple tastes. You 
wouldn’t want to be challenged, would you? You 
don’t have the education and understanding. You 
don’t have the natural taste that I have. If I look at 
something, I can understand it – its history, its 
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origins and its meaning. For you it just looks 
pretty… tastes pretty… smells pretty, right? You 
see, Bourdieu would argue that someone like you 
would refuse any sort of experimentation, which is 
introduced by distancing from accepted conventions 
– emotions, clear representations, simple relatable 
meanings. Let me ask you this. If you were to watch 
something about incest or cannibalism, would you 
find it entertaining? And at what level? My theory is 
that the lower your social status is, the more likely 
you are to enjoy it, however, interestingly enough, 
the higher your social status is, the more likely you 
are to also enjoy it on a different more visceral level. 
And so, the conclusion I’m aiming at is that 
entertainment keeps changing and developing, 
depending on your intellect. But the bottom line is 
that it really is futile either way and entertainment 
must keep on pushing boundaries on an intellectual 
or a visceral level – depending on your class.  

Long stop 

MUM: I think Dad needs my help. She can get very heavy. 

MUM exits 

GIRLFRIEND: This is worse than I anticipated. 

SON: What’s wrong? 

GIRLFRIEND: It’s appalling. Your granny stinks. Your mother is 
stupid and your dad is lewd. Fascinating. You know, 
I’ve read about families like this but I never thought 
they actually existed. I must write all about this. 

SON: Write about it? Come on. We’re having dinner, and 
afterwards we’ll probably have a party of some sort. 
Oh, my parents have a new karaoke machine. I’m 
sure they’d love to take it out and sing a little bit. 
Then we could wait till my granny passes out, paint 
her face and watch one of those twenty-four-hour 
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reality channels on telly until we fall asleep on the 
sofa. 

GIRLFRIEND: Fascinating. 

She takes out a pad and a pen and starts writing 

SON: Oh, you’re being stupid. 

He goes and sits on the sofa, picks up a magazine and starts flicking through it 

 I didn’t know they got married… 

GIRLFRIEND: Ssssh! Don’t disturb me. I’m doing important things. 

SON: Oh, come on. Relax and have some fun today. You 
don’t have to study all the time.  

GIRLFRIEND: Study? I’m not studying. I’m doing important work. 

SON: Whatever. You can work during the day. Now it’s 
evening and we should drink and have fun.  

GIRLFRIEND: What, Buck’s Fizz? No thank you. 

SON: I’m sure I can find a bottle of wine here if you want. 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, God. I can’t imagine what sort of abomination 
your family masquerades as wine.  

SON: Hold on. I’m sure I’ll find something good. 

He goes and starts looking around the drinks cabinet 

 Here. How’s this? Sounds fancy. Chat-au Marg-ox. 

GIRLFRIEND: Well, that’s certainly not the kind of wine I expect 
your family to have. 

SON: Shall I pour you some? 

GIRLFRIEND: No. I’m alright. I want to keep my mind lucid to 
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observe your family. 

SON: Come sit with me here. 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, a genuine trashy sofa. Wonderful. 

She sits on the sofa next to him and continues writing 
He starts kissing her and touching her up 

SON: Let’s have sex! 

GIRLFRIEND: Are you insane? 

SON: Come on. Why not? We can do it in Granny’s bed. 

GIRLFRIEND: You’re disgusting.  

SON: Is that not what you’d expect? 

GIRLFRIEND laughs and comes to kiss SON 

GIRLFRIEND: I love you! 

SON: Come on. Drink something. Eat something. Enjoy 
the experience. Be like an anthropologist. 

GIRLFRIEND: Euch. Just a bunch of failed philosophers who can’t 
sit still.  

SON: Look, calm down, relax and be happy. Read a 
magazine. It’ll help you stop thinking. 

GIRLFRIEND: I’d rather gouge my eyes out with a hot rusty poker. 

SON: Well, in which case I’ll just have to kiss you to 
entertain your mind with something else to think 
about. 

They start kissing 
He becomes more and more sexual  
DAD enters the room 

DAD: Shots! 
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They stop 
DAD exits to the kitchen 

GIRLFRIEND: Is your granny sick? 

DAD enters from the kitchen holding a bottle of liquor and goes to the cabinet to 
produce five shot glasses 

DAD: A shot will make you happy. 

GIRLFRIEND: Wonderful. I’ll have a Hennessey Fine, please. 

DAD: I got Sambuca! 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, you’ve got to be kidding me. 

MUM and GRANNY enter from the bathroom 

MUM: Did I hear ‘Sambuca’? Oh, what a special night. 
(Screams) Let the party begin. Shall we watch a film? 
I’ll go get us a film.  

GRANNY: Oh, get a film with what’s his face. I love him. 

MUM: Oh, yes. He’s such a good actor. He does the acting 
so well and his films are funny and romantic. 

GRANNY: Who cares about his acting? He’s got a promjum I 
want to stick my tongue in and rim until kingdom 
comes. 

MUM: Oh yes. That’s his name. Kingdom. John Kingdom. 

GRANNY: No, it isn’t. 

MUM: Isn’t it? Oh… 

SON: (To GIRLFRIEND) Do you want to watch a film? 

GIRLFRIEND: With a rimmed actor in it? I think I’m alright. You 
know, these Hollywood rom-coms are the death of 
humanity. They just create false ambitions and a 
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whole generation believing that love is something 
it’s not. 

SON: Yeah, just coz you never had someone running after 
you in an airport with flowers… 

GIRLFRIEND: And that’s what my PhD is about. Trying to 
desperately figure out why your family finds it 
entertaining and my family would rather drink 
bleach.  

DAD brings everybody but GIRLFRIEND a shot glass 

DAD: Right. Are we all ready? 

GRANNY: Oh, yes.  

DAD: So, let’s drink! 

They all drink 

GRANNY: Another one! 

DAD: Another one! 

DAD starts pouring another glass to everyone 

 You sure you don’t want one? 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, Dad. I wouldn’t let that filth anywhere near my 
mouth.  

DAD: Suit yourself, you mangooling cow! 

SON: Dad, please! 

MUM: Oh, really. You’re so naughty! 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, wow. A cow? I’ve never been called a cow 
before. Dad, you are wonderful. 

DAD: I can do it again, if you like… Cow! Cow! Cowtity 
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cow! Flimbergetrippin cow!  

GIRLFRIEND: Your choice of words astounds me. 

DAD: Your choice of face disgusts me. 

GIRLFRIEND: Your wit is as sharp as chili sauce. 

DAD: Your face is as disgusting as something very 
disgusting. 

GIRLFRIEND: Please, quip away! 

DAD: No, no, missy. You go away! 

MUM: Now, Dad. That is no way to talk to our interesting 
guest. You want some wine? I bet you drink wine. 
I’ll go get you some wine. 

MUM goes to the drinks cabinet and produces a five-litre plastic bottle of red wine 

 How about this? 

GIRLFRIEND: I’m fine. 

MUM: Oh, so tell us more about your parents. 

GIRLFRIEND: My dad’s an ambassador and my mum’s an 
archaeologist.  

MUM: Wow. I don’t know what any of that means, but it 
sounds very interesting. Tell me more about it. What 
is it that they do? 

SON: Mum, did you watch Indiana Jones? 

MUM: Oh, I loved that film. With those granny knickers. 
Hilarious. 

GIRLFRIEND: Suffice to say they travel a lot. 

MUM: Oh? 
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GIRLFRIEND: Oh! 

MUM: Do you travel a lot too? I think the furthest I’ve ever 
travelled was to the shop at the end of the road. 

MUM and DAD fall on the floor in hysterics 

 Oh, Dad. I made a funny one like you.  

DAD: You’re on top form tonight. 

Whilst they continue laughing and quite literally rolling on the floor, GRANNY comes 
to SON and GIRLFRIEND and whispers to them 

GRANNY: Psst. I’ve got some speed hidden in a magazine 
under my bed. Do you want to go and get some? 

GIRLFRIEND: Speed? How retro. No, thank you. Do you know 
how much this nose cost? I wouldn’t let it anywhere 
near anything that isn’t pure Colombian. Do you 
have any good quality cocaine? 

GRANNY: Screw you, missy! Oi, Sonny… Do you want to go 
prepare a bump for us? 

SON: Let’s go. 

SON and GRANNY go out to the bedroom 
MUM and DAD collect themselves 
DAD stands up, coughs in GIRLFRIEND’s face and leaves to the kitchen  
MUM is still lying on the floor. She starts humming the National Anthem singing every 
second word 

GIRLFRIEND: You like this song? 

MUM: Of course. My favourite.  

GIRLFRIEND: Why? 

MUM: Well, it sums up everything that this country is 
about, doesn’t it? Our pride. Our strength. Our 
specialness. It shows the entire world who we are. 
Shows them that they shouldn’t mess with us and 
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that they should respect us. And the music is so 
moving. I love it.  

GIRLFRIEND: You know it’s just a racist and elitist song designed 
to create right-winged nationalism and prevent any 
integration and progression? 

Long stop 

MUM: That’s interesting.  

DAD enters with a bottle of beer and hands it to GIRLFRIEND 

DAD: Drink! It’s German. 

GIRLFRIEND: Well, that’s a start. 

DAD: It’s a Radler. 

GIRLFRIEND: Right… I think I’d rather starve my extreme need 
for alcohol right now. 

GRANNY: (Shouts offstage) Dad, come here please! 

DAD: What does the old brinted lady want this time? 

DAD exits to the room 
MUM sits and smiles at GIRLFRIEND  
Long stop before DAD wheels GRANNY in 

GRANNY: It wasn’t speed. It was heroin. He’s out for the 
count. 

DAD: Oh, Granny. That’s hilarious. I have to remember to 
tell it to all my football mates. But not to the tinpoly 
from number thirty-one. He’ll probably just want to 
come and bum-rape him. How did you not realise it 
was heroin? 

GRANNY: I’m tired. 

GIRLFRIEND: Right. I think it’s time for me to go now. 
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MUM: What? You’re going?  

MUM starts to cry 

 But, you can’t go. We’ve arranged such a nice party 
for you in the house and we don’t want you to go 
yet. You should stay here with us. Just because he’s 
gone to sleep… 

GRANNY: A long sleep. 

MUM: Yes. Probably quite a long sleep. Doesn’t mean you 
should go as well. We like having you here. Tell us 
more tales from the big city. What is it like? 

GIRLFRIEND: Look, I really have had enough of you people, and 
there’s no chance in hell I’m staying here without 
him. 

MUM: Not without him. He’s in the other room.  

She cries more 

 Please don’t go. 

GIRLFRIEND: Yeah… I’m really quite sure I’m going to go now. 

MUM starts crying hysterically and falls on the floor in tears 

MUM: Please, don’t go.  

GIRLFRIEND starts walking towards the door, stepping over MUM 
As she gets to the door, DAD stops her 

DAD: You buldering hupfy! Now you’ve gone one step too 
far. Poor Mum has shown you nothing but kindness 
and interest. She went to a lot of effort to make you 
feel at home in our modest little house. She was 
good to you and cared about everything you said, 
and you make her cry. I will not tolerate such 
behaviour in my house, you dirty buckbrim. Who do 
you think you are? You think you’re better than us? 
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I’ll have you know that we all come from a long 
family of good, hardworking commoners! You 
would wish to be anywhere near how great we are. 
Now, I don’t give a flying fergingle who you are or 
who your parents are or where you came from or 
how funny you talk, but anyone… and I mean 
anyone who makes Mum cry is my number one 
enemy. And you will pay for this now. So shut up. 
Because now we’re going to show you the right and 
proper way to live life. Enough with all your 
pretentiousness. You don’t know what real living is. 
And now, kulkilly, you will see it all. Every 
entertaining aspect of it. 

DAD, MUM and GRANNY grab GIRLFRIEND as the lights go down 

 
 
Blackout 
End of Act I 
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Act II 

 
 
A cellar 

 
The room is filled with boxes of junk food, magazines and one little sofa bed, on which 
GIRLFRIEND is sitting and watching TV whilst eating crisps with one hand and 
holding the remote in the other hand 
 
 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, no!  

Changes the channel 

 Oh, no!  

Changes the channel 

 Oh, no! 

Changes the channel 

 Oh, wow! Really?  

Changes the channel 

 Oh, no! 

Changes the channel 

 Oh, no!  

Changes the channel 

 Oh, ouch!  

Starts laughing 
Turns the TV off, and picks up a magazine 

 Fat!  

Flicks through the pages 
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 Ugly!  

Flicks through the pages 

 What were you thinking wearing that? You fat cow! 

GIRLFRIEND tries to get up off the sofa, but falls down  
She tries again and fails again 
She tries for a third time before finally giving up and sighing 
She turns the TV on again  

 Three! Three! What are you doing? Are you an 
idiot? Oh, you are so stupid. I could have got that 
right and been a millionaire now. Ooooh… speaking 
of which.  

Turns TV off and shouts 

 Mum! Mum! Mum! Mum! Mum! Mum! Mum! 
Mum! 

MUM enters 

MUM: Yes, deary. 

GIRLFRIEND: Mum, did you buy a lottery ticket today?  

MUM: Of course. 

GIRLFRIEND: Thank God. You know, they interviewed this lady 
last night on this chat show. A real pretty one she 
was. Massive tits and such a delicious bum. She was 
wearing this gorgeous red dress with sparkling gold 
tassels. Really classy, it was. And she was saying 
that since she was eighteen, she would always buy a 
lottery ticket with the same numbers. And then they 
reconstructed it, and showed an eighteen-year-old 
girl going and buying a lottery ticket. So good they 
did that, because she was even hotter when she was 
eighteen. Unbelievable. Oh, and then they had this 
soap star on… what’s his name… I can’t remember. 
The one that plays the bastard. Oh, he’s actually nice 
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in real life. I would never have guessed. Anyway, so 
every time, she would buy the exact same numbers 
and she never won. Then, this one week, for the first 
time since she was eighteen, she didn’t buy her 
ticket because of… what was it? She did mention 
what it was. I can’t remember now. It was something 
really stupid. I think she had to go to hospital to visit 
a friend or something like that. No, she was in 
hospital. Yeah, she had a car accident, on account of 
her massive tits. So, she didn’t get to buy the ticket 
in time and guess what… 

MUM: What? What? 

GIRLFRIEND: Come on, guess! 

MUM: I really can’t. I don’t know. I have no idea. 

GIRLFRIEND: Her numbers won that week. 

MUM: No! Are you serious? What a poor little woman. 
How horrible.  

GIRLFRIEND: Yeah. She tried to commit suicide after that. 

MUM: I can’t say I blame her. I would have done the same 
if I were her. 

GIRLFRIEND: She failed with that too. 

MUM: Well, what can I say?! Some people are just not 
meant to succeed.  

GIRLFRIEND: I guess we need those failures around us to present 
to us the world that we don’t have and therefore feel 
superior. 

MUM: Ha? 

GIRLFRIEND: God’s a bastard 
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MUM: (Starts laughing) Oh, you are naughty!  

GIRLFRIEND: I know I am. What am I like?! 

MUM: You’re like an evil toxic witch, that’s what you’re 
like. 

GIRLFRIEND: I know… I know… I’m just a crazy maverick, and I 
just come up with all those crazy things that I just 
say. 

MUM: You are crazy! Completely mad!  

GIRLFRIEND: Where do I come up with them? 

MUM: Where? Where?  

Stop 
The laughter gradually ends 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh, Mum. You do crack me up. Speaking of crack, 
how is Son doing? 

MUM: He’s not come home in days. Well, not since Dad 
kicked him out. 

GIRLFRIEND: Did he steal again from you? 

MUM: Oh, yes. He tried to take my wedding dress. 

GIRLFRIEND: He’s already cleaned my flat out, hasn’t he? 

MUM: Yes. It’s an expensive habit.  

GIRLFRIEND: I do miss him… 

MUM: So do I, dear. So do I.  

Stop  

 So, what are your plans for today? 
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GIRLFRIEND: Well, today Jeremy is supposed to propose to Chen, 
only to find out she’s already married to Raul. It’s 
going to be explosive. 

MUM: Oh, yes. Are you hungry? 

GIRLFRIEND: Yes. 

MUM: Shall I get you a burger?  

GIRLFRIEND: With fries. 

MUM: Of course. Ketchup or Mayonnaise? 

GIRLFRIEND: Both. 

MUM: I’ll be right back. 

MUM exits 
GIRLFRIEND turns the TV back on 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh wow. I want that.  

She picks up the phone and dials  

 Yes, hello. I’d like to buy this hair rolling 
beautifying automatic slenderising and make-up box 
all in one. Yes. Yes. Please put it on our monthly 
credit. Excellent. Thank you very much. 

She turns the TV off as MUM enters with a wrapped burger and a large portion of chips 

GIRLFRIEND: You’ll never guess what I just bought. 

MUM: 
 

The hair rolling beautifying automatic slenderising 
and make-up box all in one? I just saw it myself. Oh, 
yes. We’ll be the belles of the balls.  

GIRLFRIEND: I’m sure Dad would love to make you the belle of 
his balls. 

MUM starts laughing and drops all the food on the floor  
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GIRLFRIEND finally manages to get out of the sofa and starts eating from the floor 

MUM: Oh, you… you are so terrible. 

GIRLFRIEND: Well, it was hard to resist it. Come on. You were 
asking for it, weren’t you? 

MUM: Oh, I was. I certainly was. That was hilarious. Do 
you want some ketchup? 

GIRLFRIEND: Yeah, just pour it down here. 

MUM pours some ketchup onto the floor 
GIRLFRIEND takes the chips from the floor, dips them in the ketchup on the floor and 
eats  
She starts talking with a full mouth 

 These are really good. Did you make them yourself? 

MUM: Oh, I am so happy you noticed. I’m really proud of 
myself. Yes. I made them myself. But today, I deep-
fried them after I de-frosted them instead of baking 
them. That’s why they taste so much better. I always 
bake them, but today I thought to myself, Mum, you 
should do something different today. Today, fry 
them! What the hell! Live large! See what happens. 
Be a bit adventurous. Exciting. Spice things up. Not 
literally, I wouldn’t dare put any spices on the chips. 
Imagine what dad would say if I put spices on the 
chips. Apart from salt, obviously. Is salt a spice? I 
don’t know. I wonder if it’s a spice. I mean, it must 
have been a spice at some point. Before people knew 
salt for what it was. But a spice has to be spicy. So 
salt can’t be a spice. Then again, pepper is spicy and 
if that’s a spice, salt must be too. So, I’m sure it’s a 
spice. In any case, it’s the oil that you’re liking 
there. I always find when I bake the chips, the ice 
from the freezer makes them go too soggy. And I 
was always very frustrated. I once tried to blow-dry 
them with my hair-dryer, but that didn’t work. So I 
won’t do that again, and waiting for them to defrost 
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takes too long. So today I said to myself, Mum, try 
to deep-fry them. Let’s see what happens. And guess 
what? They turned out so nice with a deep fryer, 
didn’t they?! 

GIRLFRIEND: Mum, stop! Cookery tips are boring. This is all 
boring. How did we get to this? We need something 
else. What will people find entertaining? A soap 
opera, perhaps? 

SON and GRANNY enter 

GRANNY: Look who I found lurking about. 

SON: Hey, Mum.  

MUM: What are you doing here? If Dad finds you here, 
he’ll be very angry. 

SON: I’m clean this time. Honestly.  

MUM: Oh, Son. I wish I could believe you. I wish I would 
be able to look past all those deceits. But you’ve lied 
to me once too many times. 

GRANNY: No. He really is clean now. 

SON: Have been for forty-three days.  

GRANNY: He’s been going to these meetings. Tell them about 
the meetings. 

SON: I’ve been going to these meetings. 

GRANNY: Tell them about the therapy. 

SON: I’ve been going to therapy. 

GRANNY: I’ve been following his progress, and he’s been 
doing really well. I am so proud of him. Such a 
testament to our upbringing. A good boy, he is, our 
Son. Tell them what you’ve realised. 
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SON: Well, in those meetings, we had to talk about 
ourselves and see where we came from and about 
our lives and all that, and I realised how selfish I’ve 
been. I know I’ve hurt you all, and I want to make 
amends. 

GRANNY: You see? Such a sweet boy. 

SON: I know I don’t deserve this, but if you only give me 
a chance to prove myself to you… one final chance. 

GRANNY: What do you say? The boy deserves one more 
chance. Take a risk on him. 

SON: You don’t have to if you don’t want to. You don’t 
owe me anything anymore and I would understand. I 
promise. But if you can find it in your sweet loving 
heart to forgive me… 

MUM: Oh, Son. Could it be? Are you really? 

SON: Yes. Mum… I… I love you. 

They embrace as DAD walks in 

DAD: I thought I told you never to come back here again. 

MUM: No, it’s alright, Dad. He’s clean. He’s really sorry 
this time. 

DAD: Oh, you’re not falling for that again, are you? Mum, 
how many times will you let him fool you? (To 
GRANNY) And you? You really should know better. 
Have you learnt nothing from experience? Look at 
him. Both of you, look at him! His eyes are dead. He 
keeps coming back here with his lies and every time 
you fall for them like the stupid women that you are. 
Don’t you understand that he’s lying? Maybe not to 
you – maybe to himself. He probably believes all his 
lies too. Somebody is definitely being lied to, and I 
refuse to be made a fool of in my own home.  
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MUM: But, Dad, he’s just made a wonderfully moving 
emotional speech. I’ve never seen him like that 
before. It’s a shame you missed it. 

GRANNY: I do believe him. 

MUM: So do I. I swear this time it will be different, won’t 
it, Son? Tell him. 

SON: Yes, Dad. I promise. 

DAD: You’ve promised me things before. 

SON: I know I have, but this time you’ll see. Let me prove 
it to you. 

GRANNY: Let him prove it to you. 

MUM: Let us prove it to you. 

GIRLFRIEND: Boo! Not entertaining any more! Come on. Push 
some boundaries! Stick it in their faces! 

GRANNY: Really. He is a good boy. Aren’t you, my little 
lover? 

SON: Yes, I am. 

SON goes to her and they kiss passionately 

MUM: See? Even Granny has forgiven him. And he really 
is clean. 

DAD: Clean, my arse!  

SON: No, Dad. I really am. 

DAD: No, Son. I want you to lick clean my arse if you 
want my forgiveness. 

DAD bends over as SON comes towards him in a sexual manner 
GRANNY and MUM also go towards the group and they all start to make erotic 
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gestures towards each other  
GIRLFRIEND jumps on the sofa 

GIRLFRIEND: Yes. Come on! Get it in! Show me more! Stick it in 
their faces! 

MUM: Yeah, stick it in my face! 

GIRLFRIEND: No, that’s not what I meant. Just break the 
boundaries! Shock people! Come on! 

As the family starts to moan and groan stronger and stronger, GIRLFRIEND finds 
herself horrified 

 No, wait! Stop! 

They all stop 

 You can’t do this. This is too low. This is too much. 
Come on. I know what you’re trying to do, and I 
accept that. But you’re taking it too far.  

DAD: We’re still not good enough for you, eh? 

GIRLFRIEND: No, you are. You really are. But shouldn’t there be a 
line of decency? A limit? Something to stop you 
from going into complete anarchy? 

MUM: Again, she’s starting with those big words. After 
everything we’ve done for her.  

SON: I kissed an octogenarian for you.  

DAD: You really don’t find this amusing? 

GIRLFRIEND: Incest? Not so much… Do you? 

DAD: Well… I don’t know. I wouldn’t mind watching you 
and your sister getting it on. 

GIRLFRIEND: How about me and my ninety-five-year-old 
grandfather? 
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Stop 

DAD: I see what you mean.  

GIRLFRIEND: No. This isn’t working.  

She thinks for a while 

 Right! I know. Start singing? 

MUM: What?! 

GIRLFRIEND: Singing. Start singing. 

Out of nowhere, a big band starts playing a show-stopping show tune 
They all sing 

ALL: Whatever happened to the good old manners? 
The ones we had when I was a kid 
Now everybody thinks they’re so much better 
‘Coz they can write as well as read 
 
But let me tell you something, dear elitist 
You are the one who is a fool 
Because despite your best intended efforts 
We are the ones who rule 
 
Because you are just snobs 
And you behave like total knobs 
You think we all are little mobs 
Who can’t hold decent jobs 
 
But you’re the ones that need a spanking 
With your bla-bla careers in something like banking 
We are the ones you should be thanking 
But instead you continue your superior attacking 
 
Now why do you think that to talk is better 
Than to lay in front of the TV 
To know the news or know the arts is wiser? 
We’d rather ‘be’ than ask ‘to be or not to be’ 
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So hang your top hats and your necks too 
So we can live our lives with joy 
Coz let us tell you something, you people 
We are the better ones, oh boy! 
 
We are much better than you 
You’d love to do all this too 
It’s sad but you know that it’s true 
That we are the chosen few 
 
Because you are just snobs 
And you behave like total knobs 
You think we all are little mobs 
Who can’t hold decent jobs 
 
But you’re the ones that need a spanking 
With your bla-bla careers in something like banking 
We are the ones you should be thanking 
But instead you continue your superior attacking 

Very long stop 
They all freeze in their places and look at each other as if they’ve just been possessed 
GIRLFRIEND is the first to talk 

GIRLFRIEND: No… That’s not it either. Still not good enough. 

MUM: Oh, Dad. We’re still not good enough. What do we 
do now? 

GIRLFRIEND: No. There’s no point. It’s hopeless. 

DAD: Don’t be silly, you little girl. Don’t give up now! 
We’ll find a way. 

GIRLFRIEND: I really don’t see any way of this changing. 

GRANNY: We didn’t fight in the war to give up on little girls! 
You’ll see. If anyone can find a solution, Dad can. 

DAD: Ohhh, Granny. That’s that nicest thing you’ve ever 
said to me. 
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GRANNY: Well, you know I love you, don’t you, you idiot? 

DAD: Me too, you old flagoon. 

They embrace 

GIRLFRIEND: Wow… That’s very sweet. 

DAD:  Enough to move you? 

GIRLFRIEND: Yes, but so what? Emotions are not entertaining. It’s 
too old fashioned. All these melodramas and 
emotions are just boring and clichéd. 

DAD goes to attack her 

DAD: You’re boring and clichéd, you bringlin’ blum! 

MUM and SON restrain DAD 

MUM: Now, Dad. Behave yourself. It’s really not her fault. 

SON: Yeah, come on. She’s trying. 

GIRLFRIEND: I am. I did. I was. I… I swear… I’m really… 
really… 

MUM: Look at her, she’s all flustered. 

DAD: Look at her, she’s a total flagoon! 

GIRLFRIEND: I’m…. uhm… I think… 

GRANNY: She’s only doing her best, the poor girl, and I’m sure 
if you give her some time she’ll be able to 
understand what to do, isn’t that right, girly? 

GIRLFRIEND: I think… maybe… if… I… 

DAD: I’ll beat the patronising out of her! That’s the only 
option there is, isn’t there?! 
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SON: Dad, I don’t think violence would work. 

GIRLFRIEND: People like… violence… entertaining… violence… 
enjoy… people… 

MUM: Yeah, perhaps consider something else. 

DAD: Trust me, I know her type. We’ve had this type 
staying under our roof for months. I know how to 
deal with them. I guess locking you in our cellar all 
this time and teaching you how to live life properly 
wasn’t enough, eh? I give up! 

MUM: There are more things we can try. 

DAD: Beat her up. That’s the only thing these patronising 
snobs understand. You’ll see. 

GIRLFRIEND: If I could… only I… I think… please… 

MUM: Dad, you’re being silly. 

GRANNY: Yes, Dad. Very silly. Come and sit down. 

SON: Go and get some fresh air. 

MUM: Calm down. 

GRANNY: Relax. 

MUM: Let us deal with her. 

GIRLFRIEND: I’m really… 

DAD storms on GIRLFRIEND 

DAD: I’m going to kill her! 

GIRLFRIEND: (She starts hyperventilating) Help! I’m… I need… I 
need some Haydn. Somebody please get me some 
Haydn. A book. Get me a book. Something. A play. 
Something. I’m… I don’t think I can breathe. I think 
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I’m dying. I’m dying. That’s it. That’s what was 
missing. I need to die. It’s not my fault. It’s really 
not. I was just written this way. I can’t stop. I can’t 
change. There’s nothing I can do to make this any 
better, is there? I’m stuck. Eternally looking down at 
everything and everyone. (To SON) Looking down at 
you, my one and only love. I love you so much, and 
yet I feel so superior to you. I’m like a bear looking 
at an ant. But I love you. This is my curse. To be 
forever in love with an inferior being. (To MUM and 
DAD) and you two. You’ve shown me nothing but 
kindness. Sure, your kindness can be misguided at 
times, but what am I to expect from simple folk like 
you. Just like you can’t help yourselves with your 
inferiority, I can’t help myself with my high eyes. So 
please, don’t be angry with me. Don’t hit me, as you 
undoubtedly wish to do in your barbaric ways. Don’t 
make me feel bad for being who I am. 

GRANNY: What about me? 

GIRLFRIEND: Oh Granny. You most of all. The voice of comedy. 
And yet even you didn’t manage to make me enjoy 
wearing a boob top and fuck-me pants and going out 
to the cold streets to get pissed on Lambrusco. It’s 
all over. I think we all know how this ends now. 

SON: No! 

GIRLFRIEND: I’m afraid so. I can’t really see any other solution. 
This is… This is it! 

SON: I won’t let you do it! 

GIRLFRIEND: My dear, sweetest, love. It’s not up to us any more, 
is it? 

They all stare at the audience 

MUM: No. I guess it’s not. 
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GIRLFRIEND: Right. Well, my dear family. Thank you for letting 
me be part of your lives for so long. I think we all 
know what needs to happen now. 

She walks out of the room  
They all start crying 

SON: She was my biggest love. 

MUM: She was so beautiful. And so mannered. 

GRANNY: She was a laugh. 

DAD: A total soothegner! 

Long stop 
They all stare at dad and eventually burst out laughing 

MUM: Oh, Dad. You are so horrible. 

Long stop, as they all calm down 

DAD: So now what do we do? 

MUM: Shall we watch some telly? 

SON: Oh, why not. We haven’t sat the whole family 
together for ages. 

GRANNY: What’s on? 

They all sit and watch the TV as the lights go down 

 
 
Blackout 
End of Act II 
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ACT III 

 
 
Bedroom 
 
One large bed and a window at the back 
MUM and DAD are sleeping 
DAD snores 
 
 

MUM: Sssh! If you don’t stop snoring, I’ll go sleep in the 
other room. 

DAD continues snoring 

 I said ssssh! Dad, I’ve had enough. Don’t make me 
hurt you! 

DAD continues snoring 

 Ooooooh! You little devil. I will spike your drink 
when you’re awake and pee into your nostrils after 
you’ve passed out! 

DAD continues snoring 

 Snore, snore! Snore, snore! Like a hacksaw breaking 
down on a piece of metal. When you asked to marry 
me, you were thin and beautiful. And now you’re fat 
and you snore. Like a pig. Oink, oink, little piggy! 
Oink, oink! A little piglet ate a coin, the butcher 
came to cut some loin. The butcher raised the 
hacksaw high and hit the coin inside the thigh. Snore, 
snore! Oink, oink! Why did I waste my beauty and 
youth on you? So you could torture me? I’m an old 
woman. I deserve to sleep. I spend all my days 
bringing your son up – from the day he was born, I 
couldn’t sleep. And I did a good job. I made him a 
wonderful person. No thanks to you. And every night 
I would wake up a few times to feed him and check 
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up on him. Did you ever get up for him? No, you did 
not. And then I would stay up all night worried about 
him when he wouldn’t come home. Did you ever do 
that? No, you did not! So now you have a son who 
loves you very much and I have a lack of sleep and 
when I can finally sleep because he’s left our nest – 
what am I left with? You snoring like an earthquake. 
You’re an evil man! A wicked disgusting man and 
when I have the first opportunity to push you off a 
cliff, I won’t. And do you know why I won’t? 
Because there will be no spikes at the bottom of the 
cliff. So when I get the opportunity to push you off a 
cliff, I’ll first go and put spikes at the bottom, just to 
make sure you get impaled in your arse – all the way 
so it can cut you straight out of your dick. You ugly 
pig, pig ugly horrible man. I hate you! 

Stop 

 So much! 

GRANNY enters the room and turns the light on 
MUM instantly smiles 

 Oh, is it morning already? 

GRANNY:  Yes. Wake up! 

MUM: Darling, Dad. Wake up. 

DAD: Why? 

MUM: It’s morning. 

DAD: I’m not going to get out of bed unless there’s some 
sort of pleasure or joy waiting for me today. 

MUM: Oh. Well, Son is bringing over his new girlfriend. 

DAD: Again? 

MUM: Of course. It’s Tuesday. 
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GRANNY: None of us want to meet another one of his crunds! 

MUM: Well, she’s coming over whether you like it or not. 
You never know, Dad, she might be a pleasure or a 
joy. 

DAD: They never are and I refuse to get out of bed today. 

MUM: Nothing will make you come out, Dad? 

DAD: Not a thing. 

GRANNY: What if I have a heart attack? 

DAD: Good! I’ll laugh from my bed! Ha! 

GRANNY: You are a sick monster. 

MUM: (Laughs) Oh, Dad. Behave.  

DAD: I will get out of bed for your funeral. 

GRANNY: Ooooh, you infuriating man. 

DAD: What a wonderful joyous day it would be. People 
will be dancing in the streets, you know? 

GRANNY: Good! I want you to laugh at my funeral, not to cry! 
Because you might get to live, but I… I get to die!  

MUM: Oh, no. When I die, I want you all to cry. And say 
how much you’ll miss me and how the world is a 
sadder place without me. 

DAD: So you want our last interaction with you to be full of 
lies? 

MUM: Oh, Dad. You are horrid. But you know, speaking of 
funerals, I heard that yesterday’s funeral of old Mrs 
A. from down the road was empty. Nobody came. 

GRANNY: Not surprising. She was crazy. 
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MUM: She wasn’t crazy. 

DAD: Of course she was. What was that last thing she used 
to talk about all the time? Recycling? Or something 
like that. I’m surprised nobody came to recycle her at 
the funeral. 

MUM starts laughing for a second but then stops 

MUM: That wasn’t funny. 

DAD: No…  

GRANNY: Oooh, the day of the apocalypse has finally come. 
When Dad stops making Mum laugh – the end is 
nigh.  

MUM: No… Don’t be silly. 

GRANNY: Not being silly. You’ll see. The end is coming. These 
are our final moments so make them count. The 
curtain will soon go down on us. This is the third and 
final act. We have to answer all the opened questions 
quickly. 

MUM: Dad, say something else that’s funny. 

DAD: Boobs! 

MUM: No… tell me a joke. 

DAD: A guy walks into a bar… 

MUM: No. Stand up! 

DAD: I’m not getting out of bed! 

MUM: No! Stand-up! 

DAD: Oh, have you ever noticed how things are things? 

MUM: Slapstick? 
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DAD hits himself with a pillow. 
Still no reaction from MUM 

MUM: Oh, Dad. Can it be true? Is nothing going to be 
entertaining anymore? Is there even a point to life? Is 
Granny’s prophecy right? 

DAD: Granny couldn’t prophesy the past, if she sat with a 
history book in front of her. 

Long stop 
MUM bursts out laughing 
They all join her 
Slowly, in the window, GIRLFRIEND appears, wearing nothing but a red bikini 

GIRLFRIEND: (Whispering) Ploob! 

Nobody notices her 
She climbs in through the window 

 I said ploob! 

DAD: How did you get here? 

GIRLFRIEND: It’s… uhm… I’m… ssssh! Everybody be quiet! 

GRANNY: Why are you wearing a bikini? 

MUM: Dad, is that enough to get you out of bed? 

DAD: It sure is! 

DAD gets out of bed 

 What are you doing here? 

GIRLFRIEND: Ploob! 

MUM: Yeah, we heard you the first time. 

GIRLFRIEND: Second time! You missed the first one. 

GRANNY: Why are you wearing a bikini? 
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GIRLFRIEND: I’m… It’s… uhm… ploob! 

MUM: Ploob to you too! 

DAD: Silence, Mum. I know what she’s talking about. 
Ploob amaroob! 

GIRLFRIEND: Thank you. 

MUM: What is this? 

GRANNY: She’s joined the resistance! 

MUM: Oh, that’s lovely. I’ll go stick the kettle on (exits). 

DAD: Ploob amaroob dibliblibloo! 

GIRLFRIEND: (Giggles) Dad, I never knew that’s what you thought, 
you cheeky little man. 

DAD: Well, you know how I’ve felt about you. 

GRANNY: So why are you here? 

GIRLFRIEND: I’ve come with some very important news. From the 
resistance. They’re saying that the battle is imminent 
and you must all be prepared. 

DAD: Already? I’m not sure we’re equipped. 

GIRLFRIEND: Yes, we are. We’ve been collecting magazines for the 
past few weeks. We have enough ammunition to 
open several more twenty-four-hour reality TV 
channels and at least ten shopping centres in every 
city. Not to mention the five hundred new aspiration 
magazines that we’re going to produce in this country 
alone. We will beat these inferior, idiotic, pretentious 
elite. 

DAD: So this is where you’ve been hiding? We thought you 
were dead. 
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GIRLFRIEND: Yes, I thought so too. But it was a miracle. I tried to 
kill myself, but then the resistance found me and 
healed me. I am finally normal. 

GRANNY: And why are you dressed like a page-three girl? 

GIRLFRIEND: Well, here’s the thing… 

The stage goes dark  
A spotlight appears downstage  
GIRLFRIEND walks to it 

 Today I figured out the meaning of life. I realised it. 
It was all so simple. It was all so… there! Just in 
front of me. I figured out my mistake. Where I went 
wrong. I understand now. I thought I had to do 
something. Achieve something. I thought I had to 
make something of myself. I thought I… I thought. I 
thought. That was the problem. I thought. I shouldn’t 
have thought. All of this thinking led to… it led to 
misery. I was always so unhappy, because I wanted 
to achieve. And happiness. That’s the most important 
thing, isn’t it?! Happiness. They do tests for that, you 
know? They quantify it. They ask the right questions 
– to check how happy you are. What makes you 
happy? And I never cared because I thought it was all 
about my achievements. But that’s not what 
happiness is about at all. What a waste, eh? So I 
asked myself… I asked what makes me happy? I love 
eating. I love sex. I love getting dressed as a pigeon 
and wandering the streets. That’s what truly makes 
me happy. And that’s what I realised. Happiness! I 
need to be happy! Eat, drink, fuck, fudge! Oooh… 
fudge! But that’s not all. I realised the meaning of 
life. I realised it all. I understand where we came 
from and why, and I understand what the froom we 
need to be doing here. I understand it all. 

Out of the darkness SON slowly walks towards GIRLFRIEND 

 I understand it all. And that’s why I’m wearing a 
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bikini. Everybody has to wear a bikini in order to 
fulfil life’s true calling. And let me tell you why. The 
meaning of life is so simple – you’ll laugh. 
Basically… 

SON strangles GIRLFRIEND in a horrifying and gruesome way  
The murder lasts at least one minute  
As GIRLFRIEND breathes her last breath, the lights come up to reveal the same scene 
as before, with son sitting above the body 

GRANNY: Now, why did you have to go and do that for? 

SON: Ssssh… no revelations.  

SON exits through the door 

DAD: That wasn’t very satisfying, was it? 

GRANNY: Oh, horror, horror! 

DAD: You know, we sit and we wait for something 
entertaining to happen… 

GRANNY: And when it finally does… 

DAD: We get no explanation.  

GRANNY: Who brought him up this way? 

DAD: Well, it wasn’t me! 

GRANNY: It wasn’t me! 

Stop  

BOTH: Mum! 

DAD: Well, at least we did get a bit of action. 

GRANNY: Yeah, that’s true. Something happened. 

DAD: It’s fun watching a murder, isn’t it? 
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GRANNY: Not many places you can see somebody being 
murdered and be allowed to enjoy it. 

DAD: And laugh at it. Still, doesn’t look like this is going 
anywhere. I’m going back to bed. She wasn’t really 
worth me getting out of bed for, was she?! 

DAD goes back to bed as MUM enters dragging SON by the ear 
She is crying 

MUM: That’s not nice of you at all! 

SON: I’m sorry, Mum. 

DAD: What happened? 

MUM: He…  

MUM notices the dead body and her face gleams 

 Ahhh, now I understand. She’s dead. That’s why 
you’ve been lying to us. How long has this been 
here? I’m sure it wasn’t there last night when I 
cleaned up. Was it? I can’t remember. You know 
what my sieve-brain is like. I can’t remember 
anything nowadays. Not a thing. I can barely 
remember who I am sometimes. (Laughs) Oh, I crack 
myself up. Who cracks me up? I can’t remember! 
Well, as long as it isn’t me who is doing the cracking 
up – I’m happy. (Stern all of a sudden) But if it were 
me… If it were me… I would most likely have to kill 
myself. 

Stop  

 Dad, it isn’t me, right? Oh, why are we here? What 
am I doing here now?  

She notices the dead body and her face gleams 

 Ahh, She’s dead. How long has this been here? I’m 
sure it wasn’t there last night when I cleaned up. Was 
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it? I can’t remember. You know what my sieve-brain 
is like. I can’t remember anything nowadays. Not a 
thing. (She notices Son) Oh, you’re here. Where’s your 
girlfriend? 

SON: She couldn’t come.  

MUM: That’s not very nice of her. You should send her a 
stink bomb or something. (She notices the body). Who’s 
this? 

SON:  That’s…  

DAD: It’s his girlfriend. 

MUM: Oh, I thought you said she won’t be able to make it. 

SON: She didn’t… She…  

GRANNY: Oh, for heaven’s sake. She’s dead.  

MUM: That’s nice. I’ll go and put the kettle on. Shall I make 
us something to eat? Beans on toast all around? 

DAD: That’s a wonderful idea. 

MUM exits 

 Now, what is going on? Why did you kill her? 

SON: Wait.  

DAD: For what? 

SON: Just wait. Not like this. I can’t tell you like this. You 
have to wait a bit. 

They sit and wait for a bit, twiddling their thumbs and avoiding eye contact with each 
other with the exception of once or twice, when they exchange a polite smile. 
Suddenly, the stage goes dark  
A spotlight appears downstage  
SON talks in the dark 
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 Finally! 

SON walks to the spotlight 

 I’ve been lying to you. I’ve been seeing her behind 
your backs. After she escaped, she tried to kill 
herself. She failed. I guess we need those failures 
around us to present to us the world that we don’t 
have and therefore feel superior. I went to the 
hospital to visit her. We decided to give it another go. 
We decided we loved each other too much. I 
understood she could never change. I didn’t want her 
to change. I wanted her the way she was. I wanted 
her with all her pretentiousness. With all her snide 
remarks and all her ambitions. But… you see… I 
couldn’t be happy with her. Everything I said had to 
be discussed and analysed and talked through and 
through. Whenever we would party she would weep 
over it for days. Junk food would make her cry. 
Anytime I wanted to do something fun, it ended up in 
two weeks of therapy for her. And I wouldn’t be 
allowed to do anything. You see… she… she abused 
me. She made me feel like I’m incapable of anything. 
But I’m capable of things. I can do things, right? I 
mean… I’ve got a job. I was awarded third place in 
the regional shelf-stacking competition three years 
ago. I am talented. I can drink five pints of beer in 
one go. And I’m funny. I once stole a traffic cone 
from the street and walked around for the whole 
evening with it on my head. I’m well loved. 
Everybody still talks about me peeing from the roof 
of the house down the road. I’m a success, right? I 
didn’t deserve all those names she would call me. 
And I wanted to be a better person than that. I didn’t 
want to waste my life like her and all those strange 
people doing intelligent things. I wanted to aspire to 
much more. I wanted to be able to live a noble life. 
Like you Dad. And like Granddad. She wanted to be 
productive! She believed that if you don’t do 
anything worthwhile during the day, it’s a wasted 
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day. Imagine living your whole life throwing away 
all this precious time we have on earth to do things 
instead of sleep or rest or do nothing. I wanted her to 
inspire me to be a better person, and instead she tried 
to make me a worse one. So… Well, I broke up with 
her. About a week ago. I couldn’t let someone like 
her exist in the world. I had to get rid of her! 

The lights come up to reveal the same scene as before 

 I did it for you, Dad. I wanted you to be proud of me. 

DAD: (Starts crying) Son… I don’t know what to say. 

MUM enters with a big tray containing five plates of beans on toast 

MUM: Breakfast is served. 

She starts handing out the plates to everyone, placing GIRLFRIEND’s plate next to the 
body 

DAD: Thank you, God, for giving us this food. 

They all start eating as quickly as possible  
SON is the first to finish 

SON: I beat you, Dad. 

DAD:  Oh, Son. You beat me fair and square. 

GRANNY: It’s thriny when your kids start beating you. 

DAD: It’s a shameful day when a father is beaten by his 
son. Shameful. Yet, I feel a sort of pride too. 

MUM: Why is your girlfriend not eating her food? She 
doesn’t like my cooking? Does she think I’m a bad 
cook? (She starts crying heavily) My cooking is horrible. 
Nobody likes my food. I can’t even make a decent 
BoT. What’s wrong with me? I’m such a failure! 

DAD: I will not let that hussy ruin Mum again! She broke 
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her once before but never again. (To SON) Get your 
girlfriend upright. 

SON goes and lifts the lifeless body 
DAD comes and start feeding her the food 

 Hmmm… Good, yes? Tasty! Delicious! You like it, 
right? 

SON: (Speaking in a high-pitched voice) Oh, yes. It’s the best 
BoT I’ve ever eaten. 

MUM: Really? You’re not saying this just to cheer me up? 

SON: I swear on my life and on anything that’s good and 
holy.  

MUM: Oh. Of course. 

MUM starts singing the national anthem without missing any lyrics 
Suddenly, the stage goes dark  
A spotlight appears downstage  
They talk in the dark 

SON: Whose turn is it to talk now? Mum? 

DAD: Granny. 

GRANNY: Go to hell! 

MUM:  No, no… I’m shy. I wouldn’t know what to say. 

SON: Dad? 

DAD: Not in a million years. Do I look to you like the kind 
of idiot who believes his opinions are important? I’m 
a nobody. I know I’m a nobody. Why should any of 
you listen to my opinions and viewpoints? Who am I 
to say anything?  

MUM: Wow. That sounds interesting. 

SON:  Yeah, Dad. You should continue your thought. 
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DAD: Do you reckon? 

GRANNY: Sure. Go to the light. 

DAD walks to the spotlight 

DAD: Well… 

DAD starts giggling and runs back to the dark again. 

 No. I’m too nervous. All these people. Listening to 
me.  

SON: Come on, Dad. You can do it. 

DAD: This audience doesn’t want to leave with thoughts or 
ideas.  

SON pushes DAD to the light 

 (Shouts) I AM A NOBODY! I am no better or worse 
than any of you. I’m just an average common dad 
who wants to live his life in the simplest way 
possible. How did I become a spokesperson for a 
whole generation? I don’t think I know anything 
special. I mean, I know I don’t think anything 
special. I don’t know. Perhaps there’s something 
special about me, but I have no idea what it is. I have 
no idea what it is that I want to say. I am a nobody. 
I’ve said that. Sorry, I’m still very nervous. I feel 
very self-conscious at the moment. Perhaps I should 
start by... I don’t know. Thanks. That’s what I need 
to do. I need to thank people. Well, first of all, I want 
to thank dear Mum. Come and take a bow, Mum. 

MUM: (From the dark) No. I’m shy. 

DAD: Oh, go on. Come and bow.  

MUM: (From the dark) No. Don’t thank us. Just talk. 

SON: (From the dark) Yeah, Dad. Talk! 
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GRANNY: (From the dark) As if he has anything important to say. 

DAD: That’s just it. I have nothing important to say.  

SON: (From the dark) Say that! 

DAD: I said it! 

SON: (From the dark) Say it again! 

DAD: I have nothing important to say! Actually, much 
more than that! It’s not that I don’t have anything 
important to say. I don’t have anything entertaining 
to say. What entertains any of us? Murder? Intrigue? 
Songs? Comedy? Cannibalism? Slapstick? Incest? 
Violence? Necrophilia?  

SON: Necrophilia? 

DAD: Emotions? Melodrama? Mystery? I just don’t 
understand any more. I don’t know… I told you I 
have nothing important to say. 

The lights come up to reveal the same scene as before 

SON: Granny, it’ll be you next. 

GRANNY: The hell it will. I don’t talk to strangers. 

GRANNY exits the room 
MUM goes to GIRLFRIEND 

MUM: Now, how have you been? I haven’t seen you in ages. 
I love what you’re wearing.  

SON: She’s…  

DAD: Asleep. 

SON: That’s right. Asleep. 

MUM: Oh, is she? I thought she was dead! Are you sure 
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she’s asleep? She looks pretty dead to me. 

SON: You knew? 

MUM: Of course I knew. Do I look stupid? 

DAD: Yes! 

Stop 
They all start laughing 

MUM: Oh, Dad. You crack me up, you do.  

SON: You are the best parents in the world. 

MUM: And you the best son in the world. 

SON: You know, I think this is the happiest day of my life. 

MUM: Oh, that’s such a nice thing to say. 

SON: What can make me happier than sitting here with my 
parents, after eating BoT for breakfast? 

DAD: Killing your ex girlfriend? 

They all laugh again 

SON: Yes, of course.  

MUM: Why didn’t you bring your new girlfriend tonight? 

SON: Oh, she left me on the way. 

DAD: She left you? The hampil! 

MUM: What kind of stupid woman does such a thing to my 
son? 

SON: She had to go to some VIP party with some 
footballers. 

MUM: Ooooh… a classy girl. 
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DAD: Not classy enough! 

MUM: Well, you can do better than her. 

SON: I know… 

MUM: Right, so shall I get the hacksaw? 

SON: What for? 

MUM: I’ll start on dinner. 

DAD: Dinner? What are we eating? 

MUM: Well, I don’t see any other solution other than 
making the most of the beautiful meat under this 
bikini, don’t you think? 

DAD: Should I have sex with her before we eat her? 

SON: You have to! You promised earlier. 

DAD: No other solution? 

MUM: It seems like the only logical resolution. 

DAD: The only… 

MUM: The only… 

SON: The only logical resolution? 

MUM: And the tastiest one. 

SON: As long as it’s tasty. 

MUM: As long as it’s tasty. 

DAD: And simple. 

SON: Ties all the loose ends! 
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MUM: It has to be simple. 

SON: Let’s not think about it too much. 

DAD: It makes sense. 

MUM: Of course. Makes sense. Nothing too clever. 

DAD: Please. Nothing clever at al! 

SON: And funny! 

MUM: Of course. Entertaining. 

DAD: And what else? 

SON: Disgust! 

MUM: That’s just for the extra bonus. 

DAD: Yes. 

SON: Something straightforward. 

DAD: Nothing too taxing. 

MUM: Too demanding. 

SON: Nothing that requires thinking. 

MUM: This is fairly understandable, right? I get it. You get 
it? Right? I’m pretty sure we’re all getting it. 

DAD: It’s simple. 

MUM: That’s it. Simple. 

SON: A non-brainer. 

DAD: A non-strainer. 

MUM: I can explain this to everyone. 
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DAD: Nothing needs explaining. 

MUM: You’re right. Not explain – tell. 

DAD: Right. 

SON: Such a fun and simple ending. 

MUM: And funny. 

SON: Of course. Funny. We’ve been laughing all the time. 

DAD: Right throughout. 

MUM: Entertained. 

DAD: Good enough for me! 

SON: Simple. 

MUM: No-brainer. 

SON: No thinking required. 

DAD: At all. 

Stop 

MUM: I’ll go get the hacksaw 

DAD pulls his trousers down, as MUM turns to leave  
The stage goes dark  
A spotlight appears downstage  

SON: (Shouts) Granny! 

GRANNY: (Off-stage) Go to hell! 

 
 
Blackout 
End. 

 

	


